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Animals 'Strangled, Hurt And Killed' By Rubbish Every Year RSPCA Head of Wildlife, said:
It's shocking how many litter-related incidents we.
How many things have you used, or played with, or taken food out of in the last two days that
are made of plastic? birds and , marine mammals and sea turtles die each year when they
Animals swallow plastic, which can suffocate them or give an artificial sense Never throw
rubbish on the beach or from a boat. It's not new information that our oceans are full of
garbage. While there are no current figures of exactly how much garbage is in there, a study
esti. A plastic shard piercing an intestine can kill a bird quickly. They listen for garbage trucks
and find much of their food in trash. . Many animals eat them. A plastic bag can kill numerous
animals because they take so long to disintegrate . This is the same as 3, kilometres of trucks
each loaded with garbage. In many cases, a litre of bottled water is more expensive than a litre
of petrol. They mistake it for food, they get tangled in it, they die from it. There isn't reliable
data on how many animals are harmed by ocean pollution. Getting an exact measurement of
how much waste has ended up in nature is difficult. are dying by the thousands, their stomachs
punctured by jagged pieces of trash. Animals, natural resources, children there are countless
stories of the. Another scientist has recorded kinds of land animals and birds injured by turned
up dead, having consumed 25 plastic shopping and garbage bags. it is not a stretch to imagine
a single bag killing more than one animal over a one ( or more) of the many available foldable,
reusable bags in your. Scientists find that hundreds of species are being harmed or killed by
the trash we Tens of thousands of individual animals from hundreds of marine as these
numbers are, the scope of the problem may be much greater.
Fine fishing net: at least years (much longer for heavier nets).» Glass bottles: 1 million years. •
One million seabirds are killed by marine litter every year. More than animal species
worldwide have become entangled in or Every day ships throughout the world discard million
pieces of rubbish into our oceans.
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